Overall, how many stars would you
give this curriculum? One star being
lowest, four stars being highest.

Houghton
Mifflin
Harcourt

5

0

0

0

Additional comments:
Online resources with
videos, labs, and
worksheets are excellent,
and test program is user
friendly.

Small group; multi-grades

I used it exactly as laid out

40%

One on one
Small group; same grade

Did you use this curriculum exactly as
laid out or did you adjust it to meet the
needs of your family?

60%

In which setting(s) can this curriculum
be used for?

What type of learning style(s) would
best benefit from this curriculum?
Visual / Spatial

Breaks down verbs, pronouns, adverbs,
singular pronouns etc. very easily.
Makes learning easy.
Interesting reading units/topics.
Comes with supplemental readers.
Students make quick progress and
become strong readers.

Physical / Kinesthetic

I chose to adjust it
to meet the needs of
our family, but it can
be used exactly as
laid out

Aural / Auditory / Musical

Interesting.

Verbal / Linguistic

Rigorous.

Social / Interpersonal

Thorough.

Solitary / Intrapersonal

Approximately how long did it take to
complete each lesson in its entirety?

1

1

1

0

2

0

0-15
min

15-30
min

30-45
min

45-60
min

60-75
min

75+
min

Logical / Mathematical

Which educational philosophy do
you feel aligns with this curriculum?
Traditional
Charlotte Mason
Classical Education

Please rate the amount of parent
preparation required before the lesson
can be taught or curriculum can be used.

Montessori
Unit Study
Literary-Based
Eclectic

2

2

1

0

1 hr

2 hr

3 hr

4 hr

I believe this curriculum is...
User friendly

Which statement best describes this
curriculum? The teaching method of
the curriculum is...
Independent instruction and work
If you would like to speak to a
Sage Oak parent that uses this
curriculum, please let your
TF/EA know and they will be
happy to provide you with their
contact information.

In your opinion, what are three
“pros" to this curriculum?

20%

60%

Direct instruction mixed with
independent work
Direct instruction
20%

Engaging for the student
Easy to implement in the
home setting
Can be accelerated
Can be decelerated
Lenient / relaxed learning
Rigorous learning

In your opinion, what are the
“cons" to this curriculum?
Needs more emphasis on story writing.
Can be a little repetitive.
Not as much writing involved.

